f = (f !,..., Q. We shall also denote by R£ the half-space {x = (x', *") eR M ;^n>0} D For differentiation we will use the symbol D = i" 1 (3/ dx l9 .., 9 
d/dx^).
Let P = P(£) be a hyperbolic polynomial of order m of n variables £ with respect to 9 = (1, 0,..., 0) in 3 n in the sense of Carding, i.e. P°(S)^0 and P(<!; + s3)^0 when £ is real and Ims<-y 09 where P° denotes the principal part of P. Moreover we assume that P°(0 5 1)^0 0 We consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem for the hyperbolic operator P(D) in a quarter-space Here the B/D) are boundary operators with constant coefficients and the number I of boundary conditions is equal to that of the roots with positive imaginary part of the equation P(<f -iy&' 9 /l) = 0 with respect to A, where y>y 0 * Let us denote by F = F(P 9 $) (cE n ) the component of the set {$eS";P°(0^0} which contains 3 and put r 0 = K'eS"-1 ; (f, 0)er}.
When (J'eS"-1 -!^'-^, we can denote the roots of P(<f 9 A)==0 with respect to A by At(£%--» A/(f')> ^T(^')v-> ^-/(f')> which are enumerated so that (1.4) Put (1.5) P + «' 5 A) = nj=i(A-AJ«')), ^eS-'^-iyoS'-iTo.
We now define the Lopatinski determinant for the system {P, Bj} by (1.6) R(?) = det
We state the assumptions that we impose on {P, Bj}:
(A.I) n0 = Pi«) Vl '"P,«) v '.
where the pj(g) are distinct strictly hyperbolic polynomials with respect to 9.
(A.
2) The system {P, Bj} is cf-well posed, i.e.
(1.7) R(? + s9')^0 for ?e3 n - 1 and Ims<-y l9
where jR 0 (<f) denotes the principal part of R(£') defined by (2.2) (see Sakamoto [7] ). Now we can construct the Riemann function G(x, 3;) for {P, Bj} which describes the propagation of waves produced by unit impulse given at position y = (Q 9 j^,---, y n ) in R + (see [7] , [8] ). Write (1.8) G 9 where E(x) is the fundamental solution represented by (1.9) Then the reflected Riemann function F(x, y) is written in the form (1.10) where (1.11) JZ Jlt «') = (*,y)-cofactor of (JL \2ra
(x 9 y) = E(x-y)-F(x 9 y)
F(x, y) has to be interpreted in the sense of distribution with respect to (x, y) in R£ x R£. We put ( Our aim is to obtain results corresponding to Proposition 1.1 for F(x', y n , x n ) under the conditions (A.I) and (A.2).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we shall state results obtained in [9] and give some remarks. We shall investigate some properties of the Lopatinski determinant R(£') in §3. An outer estimate of WF A (F) will be given in § 4. In § 5 we shall give some remarks and examples.
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M. Matsumura for many valuable suggestions.
Localization Theorem
Put (2.1) r = «'6S--1 ;«',Wer for some {" eS} .
F coincides with one defined in [7] , [9] . 
Remark, Z coincides with one defined in [7] , [9] .
Proof. We first prove that I is star-shaped with respect to Put Let Q8(ij') be the principal part of QM) (see [9] ). We denote by tp, the component of the set {rj f eF^; Q^(-irj')^Q} which contains $'. Zp, coincides with one defined in [9] . Then by the same argument as in Lemma ; (£', C, l + i) e T(P, 5)} otherwise.
In [9] the author proved the following Remark. The inclusion of (2.18) can be replaced by the equality except in certain exceptional cases (see Example 5.1).
3o Lopatinski Determinant
The following lemma can be proved in the same way as in Theorem 3.T of Andersson [1] 
Therefore we obtain (3.3).
Q.E.D.
Let p(g) be a strictly hyperbolic polynomial with respect to 3 and assume that p°(0 ? 1)^0 and XO^O for f eS B -iy 0 S-iT. Let ^0 / be arbitrarily fixed in £"-^{0} so that p°(£°f, ^) = 0 has real multiple roots. Write It is easy to see that (3.12) a n (r\') = const. p ( p>, 0) (rj).
Let C(<T;v) be a root of p(<f, A; v) = 0 such that C(£°';0) = 0. We modify Lemma 2.5 in [9] and obtain the following whose convergence is uniform 9 (3.14) can be written in the form where M is a non-negative integer and
By the same argument as in Lemma 2.5 of [9] it can be easily proved that
Thus if v 0 is small enough, the dfj\'\ v) are determined by the equations iV'0?') = Q«°0?% Remark. In §5 we shall give an example such that t^o^Z^.
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 we have where T is large enough. Thus Rouche's theorem leads us to a contradiction to (3.29) . This proves the lemma. Q.E. D.
Wave Front Set
First one observes that there exist bounded sequences {^N} in C*g(X) such that 0jv=l on a fixed neighborhood of (;t c= anal sing suppF(x' 9 y n , x n )c:U| e2
Proof, Let us assume that (x°' 9 j£ 5 xj, x{(^', -^M 9 { n+1 )}. Then we have the following Q.E.D.
Some Remarks and Examples
In Theorem 2.6 the inclusion of (2.18) can not be always replaced by the equality. For the following special example we see that In this example the lateral waves do not appear. 
